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In this paper, we present Forward-Looking Routing, a new state
dependent routing scheme for telephone traffic. This new routing 
scheme is compared, by simulations on a 38-node metropolitan 
network model, with Separable Routing (presented at ITC-ll, 1985), 
Dynamic Non-Hierarchical Routing, and Least-Loaded Routing. 
Forward-Looking Routing is no harder to implement than Separable 
Routing, and achieves lower network blocking than the other schemes 
over a wide range of loads. Both Forward-Looking Routing and 
Separable Routing are based upon analysis of the routing problem as a 
Markov Decision Process, and the improvement results from a 
refinement of the modelling approximations. 

1. Introduction 

In ITC 1985 [1], we proposed a routing scheme for telephone traffic in which the 
route for each arriving call is chosen on the basis of the network state at the time 
of call-arrival. This state-dependent routing scheme, called "Separable Routing" 
(SR), was obtained by analyzing the routing problem as a Markov Decision 
process [2]. Separable Routing has since been compared, by means of call-by-call 
simulation, with the Dynamic Non-Hierarchical Routing (DNlffi) scheme [3], and 
the Least Loaded Routing (LLR) rule [4,5] on two network designs for a 38-node 
load-model of the Chicago metropolitan network. While SR achieved lower 
network blocking than DNHR and LLR over a wide range of loads in one network 
design (Design A), a similar improvement in performance was not obtained in the 
other design (Design B). The difference between the designs was that, in Design A, 
the trunkgroup sizes were constrained to be modular, in multiples of 12 trunks, 
while Design B had no such constraint, i.e., had a module size of 1. As a result, 
Design B had fewer trunks, but used far more alternative paths for traffic routing, 
than Design A. 

A closer look was, therefore, needed into the modelling assumptions and 
approximations of SR. Extensive computations of exact solutions were made [6] 
for simple 3-node networks, to test the soundness of the various approximations. 
As a result oC such investigations, we have developed a modification of SR, called 
Forward-Looking Routing (FLR), which offers a significant improvement over SR; 
in particular, FLR achieves lower network blocking than SR, DNHR, and LLR, in 
both Designs A and B. Also, there is less two-link routing under FLR than under 
SR, and, in consequence, FLR has the effect of reducing switch loads as well. Both 
SR and FLR are routing schemes which attempt to route a call so as to minimize 
interCerence with Cuture call-attempts (hence the name ''Forward-Looking''). The 
implementation oC FLR is no harder than that of SR, requiring just a modest 
number of additional pararneters which are all determined "off-line". 
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In section 2, we review SR and its assumptions in order to make it easier to 
appreciate the modification that produces FLR, which is presented in section 3. 
Call-by-call simulation results are presented in section 4, which compare FLR 
with SR! DNHR and LLR, in both Design A and Design B. The conclusions are 
summarized in section 5. 

2. Review of Original Version of Separable Routing 

Separable Routing is the state-dependent routing scheme that is obtained when a 
policy-iteration step of Markov Decision Theory [7] is used to improve upon a 
nominal scheme of direct-routing, where the traffic intensities are derived from a 
state-independent scheme called Non-Alternate Routing. In the non-alternate 
routing scheme, each arriving call is offered precisely to one admissible path, 
chosen according to a probability distribution over its admissible paths; if the 
selected path is busy, no other path is tried and the call is blocked. Within this 
non-alternate routing framework, an optimum set of path-allocation probabilities 
for calls of the various node-pairs (to minimize network blocking) is obtained 
from a non-linear program. The offered link-loads {Yk} resulting from this 
nominal, non-alternate routing scheme are then regarded as independent, direct
routed Poisson loads offered to the links; in effect, the network is decoupled into a 
set of independent links. A policy-iteration step is then carried out for this 
nominal set of link-flows, with the use of the following formula: if link k has Sk 

trunks and is offered a Poisson load of Yk erlangs, then the Roward "cost" [7] of 
adding a call to the link when it already has) calls in progress, is given by 

(2.1). 

Here, B (s, y) is the Erlang-B formula for the blocking of a trunkgroup of S 

trunks to which a Poisson load of Y erlangs is offered. Expression (2.1) is 
interpreted as a cost since it is an estimate of the expected increase in future 
blocked calls on the trunkgroup due to the addition of a call when ) calls are 
already in progress. As the links are regarded as independent, the cost of adding 
a multi-link call to links k1' ... , km' in the respective states )1' ... , im' is then 
given by 

m 

path-cost = E Ll (ki' )i) 
i=l 

(2.2). 

Thus, the cost of a path is separable into the costs of the constituent links, which 
accounts for the name separable routing. 

The separable routing scheme can now be specified as follows: when a call arrives, 
the cost, in the current network state, of each admissible path that is open (Le., 
has at least one idle trunk on each link in the path) is calculated from (2.1) and 
(2.2). If the minimum path-cost equals or exceeds 1 (the cost of a lost-call), then 
the call is rejected; otherwise, it is routed on the minimum-cost path. 

2.1 Alternative Routes 

The fo;.mula (2.1) (or the cost of adding a call to a trunkgroup pertains to an 
isolated trunkgroup, in which a call blocked on the group is a lost call. As pointed 
out earlier, the link-loads {Yk} induced by a nominal non-alternate routing 
scheme are regarded as independent, direct:"routed loads on the links and 
constitute the basis for the use of formulae (2.1) and (2.2) · in separable routing. 
However, under separable routing (as opposed to the · nominal non-alternate 
routing), an arriving call has access to all its admissible paths, and blocking on a 
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single link or a path does not necessarily amount to call-loss. It is clear that the 
use of (2.1), which equates link-blocking with call-loss, does not account for this 
"second chance" or "full access" that calls might have. We show in section 3 how 
the cost-formula (2.1) can be modified to account for this "second chance"; this 
modification produces our new routing scheme called Forward-Looking Routing 
(FLR), which is shown to be a considerable improvement over the original version 
of separable routing. 

A striking difference between network designs A and B is that Design B (which 
has far fewer trunks than Design A) uses an average of 6 alternative paths per 
node-pair, far more than the average of 1.8 paths per node-pair in Design A. 
Hence, when separable routing ignores the "second-chance" for calls, one expects 
that a higher price will be paid for it in Design B than in Design A, in agreement 
with the results that were obtained. 

2.2 Relation Between Two-Link Costs and Single-Link Costs 

Formula (2.2), which states that the cost of a two-link path is the sum of the 
costs of the two links, is a consequence of treating the network as a set of 
independent links under the link-flows induced by the nominal non-alternate 
routing scheme. When the exact solution for such costs was calculated in several 
3-node networks, using the exact state-model described in section 2.1, it was 
found that, in most states, the actual two-link costs were higher than the sum of 
the corresponding single-link costs. Thus, the use of formula (2.2) appears, in 
most instances, to underestimate the true cost of a two-link call and thus cause 
separable routing to do more two-link routing than is desirable. For example, it 
can be shown by a "pathwise dominance" argument [6] that in a 3-node network 
(the argument cannot be generalized to larger networks) a call should never take 
a two-link path if the direct path is available; however, the use of (2.1) and (2.2) 
will not preclude such a choice being made in some cases. It will be shown that 
the Forward-Looking Routing scheme proposed in section 3 curbs this tendency 
for excessive two-link routing. 

3. Forward-Looking Routing: A Modification to Separable Routing 

We now derive a modified version of separable routing, which we have called 
''Forward-Looking Routing" (FLR), which seeks to take account of the fact that 
the different components of a link-stream Yk (belonging to the traffic streams of 
different node-pairs) have access to various alternative paths. 

The idea is to consider routing decisions one node-pair at a time: when 
considering each specific node-pair, we assume that all other node-pairs are 
constrained to follow the state-independent routing specified for them in the 
nominal non-alternate routing scheme, while the particular node-pair under 
consideration is allowed to follow a state-dependent routing rule. With this point 
of view, when we consider, for example, the routing of calls of node-pair AB, all 
other traffic in the network consists of independent direct-routed Poisson streams 
(from the approximations made in the analysis of non-alternate routing). Hence 
the network to be examined for routing decisions for node-pair AB reduces to the 
links constituting the admissible paths for node-pair AB. In this network, the 
calls of node-pair AB may use the direct link AB or anyone of the two-link paths 
A Vi B, i = 1, ... , n; the rest of the traffic consists of independent Poisson 
streams which are constrained to be direct-routed on their respective links. Hence, 
routing decisions are required in this subnetwork only for calls of node-pair AB, 
as function of the states of the links in the admissible paths for AB-calls. An 
exact solution is impractical even for this reduced problem, since the state-space 
of the subnetwork can itself be quite large. 
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Therefore, we develop an approximate solution, by making use of the link-flows of 
the nominal non-alternate routing scheme. In particular, working with the offered 
link-loads {YA:} determined by that routing scheme, we assume that on each link 
k, all the component-streams of YA:, other than the AB-component stream, are 
constrained to be direct-routed on the link, while the AB-component of Yk is 
allowed to consider the other AB-paths also, i.e., gets a "second chance". 

We now derive the modification to (2.1) that results from this line of argument. 
Suppose that node-pair AB has been numbered node-pair m, and suppose that, 
on each link k in the subnetwork of AB-paths a fraction <Pmk of the offered link
load Y/c belongs to stream AB and the remaining fraction (1 - cPmA:) is made up of 
other streams allocated to link k under the nominal non-alternate routing. In 
accordance with our above assumptions, we shall regard (1 - tPmk) as the fraction 
of traffic constrained to be direct-routed on link k, while <Pmk is the fraction of 
traffic that could be routed on any admissible path for the node-pair m. 

Thus, considering the different dispositions of calls of these two streams if blocked 
on link k, we obtain the following expression for L1 m (k, j), the modified cost of 
placing a call of node-pair m on link k when j of its trunks are already busy: 

(3.1) 

where hmk Ll the product of blockings (under non-alternate routing) of all paths 
for node-pair m other than the one containing (or consisting of) link 
k. (3.2) 

Thus (3.3), 

where Ll (k, j), without the subscript, refers to the state-cost of link k in state j 
computed for non-alternate routing by formula (2.1), 

and gmlc Ll 1 - <Pmk + tPmk hmk = 1 - <Pmk (1 - hmk ) (3.4) 

Thus, the modification being proposed to separable routing is the use of Ll m (k, j) 
in place of Ll (k, i) as the cost of carrying a call of node-pair m on link k when j 
of its trunks are busy. 

We note that gmk is a parameter dependent on m (the node-pair whose call is 
being routed) and on k (the link under consideration as a path or part of a path 
for the call), but independent of the state of link k. Hence, to implement the 
modified separable scheme, for each link k, we need, in addition to the state costs 
{Ll(k, j), j =0, 1, ... , Sic} used in the original separable scheme, the state
independent parameters {gmk} for each node-pair m whose calls are allowed to 
use link k; this is a modest addition to storage-requirements. 

We examine now the effect of the modification proposed in (3.3). If m = k, we are 
considering the cost of routing a call on the direct link. In this case, one expects 
4>mm ~ 1 in the non-alternate routing scheme and thus, from (3.4), 
gmm ~ hmm = the product of blockings or all the admissible paths for node-pair 
m, other than the direct link m. 

Whenever a node-pair is allowed more than one path, hmm should be quite small. 
Thus, the cost of a direct-routed call in the modified separable routing scheme 
will, in most cases, be a small fraction or the .cost assigned to it in the original 
separable scheme. If m =F k, we are considering the use of link k by a two-link 

. call.. In the non-alternate routing scheme, one then expects il>mk < < 1 (unless the 
direct link is not present), and thus gmk :::::: 1. Thus, the co'st of using a link for al) 
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indirect call is nearly the same as the cost assigned to it in the original separable 
scheme. 

Thus, in the modified separable routing, we find a greater preference for direct 
routing over multiple-link routing than in the original separable scheme. Recent 
results [6] suggest that, in fact, under optimum state-dependent routing, the cost 
of a two-link call is, in general, greater than the sum of the costs of direct calls on 
those two links. The performance-improvement obtained with the modified 
version of separable routing is consistent with this finding, but a more complete 
understanding of the results must await further research. 

An obvious shortcoming of the above model is that the "second chance" for calls 
is considered one node-pair at a time, rather than simultaneously for all node
pairs, i.e., the "second-chance" effect, for each node-pair, is treated as a 
"perturbation" on the flows induced by non-alternate routing. The reason for this 
approach is that if we wish to take simultaneous account of the route-alternatives 
for all the node-pair components on a link, the link-loads {Yk} determined for 
non-alternate routing are no longer accurate enough for purposes of first-passage 
time and blocking calculations. In fact, the correct calculations for these 
conditions are quite difficult, requiring a "global" formulation and solution of 
network equations. The simple, heuristic modification of (2.1) tha.t we propose in 
(3.1) avoids such calculations, but, nevertheless, produces excellent results, as 
shown below. 

4. Performance of Forward-Looking Routing 

The Forward-Looking Routing (FLR) scheme was compared with the· original 
version [1,2] of Separable Routing (SR), the Least-Loaded Rule (LLR) and 
Dynamic Non-Hierarchical Routing (DNHR), by means of call-by-call simulation 
in two network designs (Design A and Design B) for a 38-node model of the 
Chicago metropolitan network. We recall that, in Design A, the trunkgroup sizes 
were modular, with a module size of 12 trunks, whereas Design B had no such 
constraint, i.e., had a module size of 1. 

The network blocking under the various routing schemes is plotted, for the 
engineered load (0% overload) as well as for a range of uniform overloads, for 
Design A in figure 1 and for Design B in figure 2. We note that, in Design A, the 
original separable routing (SR) is better than LLR and DNHR at all loads, but, in 
Design B, the improvement occurs only above a certain level of overload. On the 
other hand, FLR produces lower network blocking than all the other schemes at 
all loads, in Design A as well as in Design B. 

It should be pointed out that the results given here pertain to simple versions of 
DNHR and LLR, without the feature of empirically-chosen trunk-reservation 
levels imposed on the use of selected paths. We have also simulated their 
enhanced versions, for "reasonable" trunk-reservation levels, and find no 
qualitative change in the comparison. 

It was noted in section 3 that FLR induces a greater preference than SR for direct 
routing over indirect routing. This is borne out by the results in figures 3 and 4, 
which show the extent of two-link routing in the two networks. Since the degree 
of indirect routing is a good measure of switch loads, we see that FLR succeeds in 
realizing both lower network blocking and lower switch loads than SR. 

The results in figures 1 and 2 on the performance of SR and FLR under uniform 
overload were obtained on the assumption that the routing parameters, viz., 
{Ll (k, j)} for SR and {Ll m (k, j)} for FLR, were re-calculated anew for each 
over load condition. 
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However, even when the routing parameters calculated for the engineered load are 
used with loads realized as random perturbations about uniform overloads, SR 
and FLR maintain their performance vis-a-vis LLR and DNHR. 

5. Conclusions 

The original version of state-dependent routing proposed in [1,2], called separable 
routing (SR), achieved lower blocking than Dynamic Non-Hierarchical Routing 
(D~lffi.) and the Least-Loaded Rule (LLR) in one design for a 38-node network 
but not in another design for the same loads. Those results called for an analysis 
of how appropriate the assumptions of separable routing were in the two designs. 
The analysis has led to a modification t.o separable routing, which we call 
Forward-Looking Routing (FLR), that does better than SR (for the price of a 
rather modest increase in parameters to be stored), and better than Dl'l1-IR and 
LLR, in both networks. In particular, FLR achieves lower network blocking than 
SR while doing less indirect routing, and thus reduces switch loads as well. Both 
SR and FLR are quite "robust" to errors in load forecasts, and retain their 
performance characteristics, vis-a-vis DNHR and LLR, under load perturbations. 
In fact, better performance under unpredicted load patterns and more graceful 
performance-degradation under overload could be the most valuable 
characteristics of SR and FLR. 

Amongst other routing schemes to be studied in future research is the Dynamic 
Alternative Routing (DAR) scheme [8; proposed by F. P. Kelly and R. J. Gibbens 
of Cambridge University. 
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